Second harmonic generation of femtosecond pulses in PPLN waveguide written by femtosecond laser pulses was described both theoretically and experimentally. An average power conversion efficiency of 21.5% was obtained.
Introduction
Femtosecond pulse has been widely applied to various fields, and nonlinear optical frequency conversion of ultrashort laser pulses, especially second harmonic generation has become a research hotspot. Quasi-phasematched second harmonic generation is used to extend the useful wavelength range of available laser sources [1] . Optical waveguides can provide higher nonlinear efficiency for SHG because their ability of confining optical fields that give the best mode overlap of fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths [2] . QPM waveguides in periodically poled materials become the best choice for frequency conversion. Because of its high nonlinear coefficients and good optical properties, lithium niobate has been widely used for QPM waveguide device. Several groups have reported the fabrication of laser pulse written waveguides [3] [4] [5] and some second-harmonic characteristics of the waveguides [6] . According to our knowledge, the SHG of femtosecond pulses in pulse written waveguides has not been reported. In this letter, we demonstrated femtosecond second-harmonic generation in PPLN waveguides which were written by femtosecond laser pulses.
The PPLN which has a period of 18.6 m was fabricated using the external pulse field poling technique. It was a 10mm long and 0.5mm thick Z-cut sample. A Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (HP-Spitfire, SpectrPhysics Inc.) was used to generate 50fs laser pulses with a central wavelength of 800nm at a repetition of 1KHz. And the maximum pulse energy was 2mJ.The laser beam was focused into the sample by a 25× microscope objective at approximately 200 m beneath the surface of the sample. The sample was written by scanning the laser beam spot in the X direction of it with a velocity of 400 m/s. To produce a type waveguide, two pairs of straight lines were written with the line spacing of 10 m. In the process of fabricating, the single pulse energy was adjusted to about 10 J. The experimental arrangement of femtosecond pulses' second-harmonic generation is shown in Fig.1 . We used a femtosecond pulse laser system, which provided about 40fs pulses at a repetition rate of 1KHz. The laser system could produce up to 490mW average power over a tunable wavelength range of 1160 to 2600nm. M1 was highly reflecting at a range of 1481 to 1581nm, which was used to filter the idle frequency from the femtosecond pulse laser system. M2 was a plain reflected mirror. An aperture was put behind M2 to keep the laser beam a good cross section. The PPLN waveguide was put inside a temperature controller with an accuracy of 0.1 . Both end facets were polished but without antireflection coating. A 10× microscope objective was used to focus the laser beam into the PPLN waveguide. Before the output pulses went into detector, the remnant of fundamental pulses and the SH pulses were separated by a prism. The curve in Fig.2 shows the experimental data of SHG power and the corresponding fundamental wave power. With the corresponding fundamental power increases, the SHG power increases almost linearly. The average power conversion efficiency is 21.5%. According to 2 
( is the length of PPLN waveguide), we get the average power normalized efficiency of 12.6% W L -1 cm -2 . In this experiment, we did not use a higher input power considering the photodamage resistance threshold of PPLN waveguide. We estimate if the fundamental wave power is increased to a higher level, the curve would be a quadratic trend. And the efficiency will be enhanced with the use of antireflection coating of the facets of the PPLN waveguide.
(a) (b) Fig.3. (a) the spectrum of input femtosecond pulse; (b) conversion efficiency an a function of wave vector mismatch calculated.
The spectrum of input pulse is shown in Fig.3 (a) , which was measured using AQ-6315A Optical Spectrum Analyzer. The period of PPLN waveguide is designed for the wavelength of 1550nm, but in the experiment the ultrashort pulse has a wide spectrum scale. We must solve a question how to define an efficient wavelength range for second harmonic generation. We build a numerical model of the propagation of femtosecond pulse in PPLN waveguide and calculate the relation between the conversion efficiency and the wave vector mismatch, which was shown in Fig.3 (b) . We assume the conversion efficiency above 50% could be an efficient frequency conversion, then the range of the wave vector mismatch could be 16.2 cm -1 . According to this, we can get the SHG wavelength range would be 4.4nm in the theory. The experimental spectrum and the theoretical spectrum were shown in Fig.4.(a) and (b) , respectively.
In Fig.4 (a) the maximum point can be found at 774.6nm. The full width at half maximum is 4.2 nm, which almost equals the efficient wavelength length range of SHG calculated as mentioned before. It has a good agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical calculations.
In the propagation of femtosecond pulse in the waveguide, walk-off of fundamental and SH pulses, group velocity dispersion, self-phase modulation and cross-phase modulation should be taken into account. Because the length of PPLN waveguide is much longer than the pulse walk-off distance, pulse walk-off plays the most important role in the frequency conversion process. The spectral distortion and the appearance of side peaks are caused by high-order nonlinear interaction and optical frequency mixing. The near field mode profile of PPLN waveguide was measured by a Beamstar-FX-50 camera. The beam mode(shown in Fig.5 (a) ) at 774.6 nm is almost round in shape.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the SHG of femtosecond pulses in PPLN waveguide written by femtosecond laser pulses in theory and experiment. The average power normalized efficiency of 12.6 % W -1 cm -2 has been achieved at SH wavelength of 774.6 nm. The FWHM of 4.2 nm in the SH spectrum is obtained in the experiment, which agrees well with the spectrum FWHM of 4.4 nm in the calculation. The laser-written PPLN waveguide will be a promising device for the SHG of ultrashort pulses.
